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P R O G R A MM I N G I N A L I C E

WOR K S HOP

Before attempting the steps shown below you may wish to complete the tutorials that come
packaged with Alice. Click on the
understand all the concepts in the tutorials
course.

Run the Alice program and create a new world by clicking on the Templates tab on the Wel
to Alice screen. Then select the grass Template.

Select the Add Objects button that appears next to the world view. The world view will be
expanded and the Local Gallery will appear at the bottom of the screen.

From the Local Gallery, select the Medi
object and drag them to the world view.
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P R O G R A MM I N G I N A L I C E

WOR K S HOP 1 : I NTR OD U C TI ON TO A LI CE

STEP 0

Before attempting the steps shown below you may wish to complete the tutorials that come
packaged with Alice. Click on the Tutorial tab in the Welcome to Alice screen. You may not
understand all the concepts in the tutorials – do not worry we will explain these later in the

STEP 1

Run the Alice program and create a new world by clicking on the Templates tab on the Wel
to Alice screen. Then select the grass Template.

Select the Add Objects button that appears next to the world view. The world view will be
expanded and the Local Gallery will appear at the bottom of the screen.

From the Local Gallery, select the Medieval folder, then select the Horse object and Princess
object and drag them to the world view.
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Tutorial tab in the Welcome to Alice screen. You may not
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Run the Alice program and create a new world by clicking on the Templates tab on the Welcome

Select the Add Objects button that appears next to the world view. The world view will be

eval folder, then select the Horse object and Princess
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At the moment the two objects are most likely not facing each other. In the Object Tree, right
click on the Horse object, select methods from the menu and then
Select Princess as the target. Do the same for the Princess object.

Finally make the Princess bow, by selecting the UpperBody part of the Princess and then
selecting the turn method, turning the upper body forward ¼ of a revol

At this stage you should experiment with other methods on the princess and horse to move
various body parts. At any stage you can press undo to cancel a particular move.

Add a Knight object from the Medieval folder.
in the 3D world. Our aim is to sit the Knight on the Horse. The easiest way to position objects
relative to other objects in the world is to use the quad view.
movement controls shown under the q
to get right, so don’t panic if you don’t get it right first try.

You will notice that the legs of the rider merge into the horse, which doesn’t look great. What
you need to do is reposition the le
the turn methods on the different parts of the rider’s legs. This will again take a few tries, but
remember you can always use undo if you make a mistake.
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At the moment the two objects are most likely not facing each other. In the Object Tree, right
click on the Horse object, select methods from the menu and then select “horse turn to face”
Select Princess as the target. Do the same for the Princess object.

Finally make the Princess bow, by selecting the UpperBody part of the Princess and then
selecting the turn method, turning the upper body forward ¼ of a revolution.

At this stage you should experiment with other methods on the princess and horse to move
various body parts. At any stage you can press undo to cancel a particular move.

STEP 2

Add a Knight object from the Medieval folder. This will give you practise in positioning objects
in the 3D world. Our aim is to sit the Knight on the Horse. The easiest way to position objects
relative to other objects in the world is to use the quad view.You will need to use the different
movement controls shown under the quad view button. This will take a bit of experimentation
to get right, so don’t panic if you don’t get it right first try.

You will notice that the legs of the rider merge into the horse, which doesn’t look great. What
you need to do is reposition the legs so that they look more natural. You should experiment with
the turn methods on the different parts of the rider’s legs. This will again take a few tries, but
remember you can always use undo if you make a mistake.
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At the moment the two objects are most likely not facing each other. In the Object Tree, right
select “horse turn to face”.

Finally make the Princess bow, by selecting the UpperBody part of the Princess and then
ution.

At this stage you should experiment with other methods on the princess and horse to move
various body parts. At any stage you can press undo to cancel a particular move.
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If you have completed the previous steps and are comfortable with positioning objects and
moving the various body parts you can write your first simple program. Click “Done” on the
world view window. This will enable the programming window. In your first program you will
get the horse to say “Hello, I’m Mr Ed” (a variation of the Hello World program). Click on the
Horse object in the Object Tree window. Click on the Methods tab in the window below and drag
the horse saymethod over to the my first program window. Select “othe
quote. Press the Play button. The horse should now introduce himself.

You will notice that the speech bubble comes out of the centre of the horse. Change your
program so that the speech bubble comes from the horse’s mouth.
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STEP 3 (EXTENSION)

ted the previous steps and are comfortable with positioning objects and
moving the various body parts you can write your first simple program. Click “Done” on the
world view window. This will enable the programming window. In your first program you will

t the horse to say “Hello, I’m Mr Ed” (a variation of the Hello World program). Click on the
Horse object in the Object Tree window. Click on the Methods tab in the window below and drag

method over to the my first program window. Select “other” and type in the above
quote. Press the Play button. The horse should now introduce himself.

You will notice that the speech bubble comes out of the centre of the horse. Change your
program so that the speech bubble comes from the horse’s mouth.
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